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  Finger posts
The finger post is a well proven means of giving clear directions to
pedestrians.The styles available are suitable for all locations.

Type SF-701 is fully cast, others feature a cast/steel base with a steel
column.All posts support fingers of varying sizes and a choice of
finials. Power access doors and flanged bases are optional.

Within a scheme it is often desirable to make all columns the same
height.To achieve this, spacer rings are available so that dimension
‘A’ may remain constant regardless of the number or size of fingers
chosen.We can also provide half boss interlocking fingers to reduce
the overall height. However, this option should only be used when
absolutely necessary because of reduced strength.

SF-703 SF-704 SF-705

SF-706 SF-707 SF-708

SF-701 SF-702
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 Finger posts (cont’d)  Fingers
Cast aluminium fingers are in three sizes to
take one, two or three lines of text.Any com-
bination may be used together. Our sales staff
can help decide the required finger based on
length and number of words or symbols, etc.

Finger arms can be manufactured with split
bosses to facilitate clamping to existing posts
of most types.

Spacers
Within a scheme it is often desirable to make
all columns the same height.To achieve this,

spacer rings are available so that column
height remains constant regardless of the
number or size of fingers chosen. Spacer rings
are often used on schemes where it may be
necessary to add finger arms at a later date.

We recommend that you always use a mini-
mum of two rings per column.These can be
placed at the top and base of fingers. If this is
done throughout a scheme, then in years to
come modifications can be made quickly and
easily.

SF-711 SF-714

SF-712 SF-715

SF-713

SF-721

SF-722

SF-723

SF-724

SF-725

SF-726

Finger dimensions

SF-711 800 95
SF-712 800 155
SF-713 800 215
SF-714 800 95
SF-715 800 155

721SF- 800 95
SF-722 800 155
SF-723 800 215
SF-724 - 95
SF-725 - 155
SF-726 - 215
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  Finger layout & typefaces
The positioning of text has a great bearing on its appearance. It is
worth remembering that the Department of Transport guidelines say
that wording should be no smaller than 35mm on traffic related signs.
Our sales office can offer guidance on this if required.

With many hundreds of typefaces available, choosing one of them can
seem daunting.As an aid we have carefully selected four of these as
standard for use on finger posts and notice boards.The capital height
of each style is approximately 44mm.

We supply draft layouts of the fingers for approval before casting.

Special signs:
The Rother Market sign and flower columns were designed in con-
junction with Stratford upon Avon District Council.A sign like this
with simple text modifications could be used at any cattle market, for
instance.

 Finials
Columns for finger posts and notice boards
may be topped by a variety of completely
interchangeable shapes and sizes of finial. SF-
731 is an example that was designed by a cus-
tomer to convey a regional identity. Finials SF-
734 to SF-737 are designed to complement
popular styles of vehicle control bollards.

SF-738
may also be used with lettering

SF-730
may also be used with lettering

SF-731 SF-732 SF-733 SF-734

SF-735 SF-736 SF-737

Finial dimensions

SF-730 300 380
SF-731 110 305
SF-732 135 135
SF-733 170 295
SF-734 180 300
SF-735 160 230
SF-736 115 225
SF-737 115 120
SF-738 300 380
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